THE ULTIMATE

RESOURCE GUIDE

FOR GORGEOUS, FREE STOCK PHOTOS (AND VIDEOS!)
For the Most Creative Freedom - www.pexels.com
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Pexels.com has the most liberal licensing that I’ve ever seen. It’s written simply, so anyone can
understand the terms. There basically aren’t any! Here’s what I like:
• Lots of professional-looking images and you can search for whatever you’re looking for.
• They source photos from other free stock photo sites, so it’s one-stop “shopping!”
• If you’re a Photoshop user, get a plugin for just $9 for super quick and easy photo selection.

For a Somewhat Masculine Feel - www.picjumbo.com
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All of the photos available on picjumbo.com are taken by Viktor Hanacek. While not all of the
images feel masculine, there is definitely some masculine power to many of them.
• The images can be used with or without credit to the photographer.
• Memberships start at $10/month for exclusive, themed, and bulk-downloadable images.
• If you’re a Photoshop user, get a plugin for just $8 for super quick & easy photo selection.

For a Wide Variety of Photos - www.lifeofpix.com
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If you’re looking for a wide variety of photos and emotions, you’ll find that variety at lifeofpix.com.
The navigation of this site isn’t as smooth, but the images are solid. Keep these things in mind:
• Don’t let the Gallery page trip you up - hover over an image to see a category name and click.
• There’s no search function, so you’ll have to peruse the images to find what you’re looking for.
• Photos are vetted so you can be sure that the images look professional.

Video Backgrounds for Your Site or Presentation - 2 Sources
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Some websites use a video as a background in a section. And some presentations are simply words
over a video. Find videos for one of those purposes or others at lifeofvids.com & pexels.com.
• There are NO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS on any of these videos.
• Create an eye-catching video with more info than you can fit in just one image.
• Pexels.com sources videos from other sites as well, so you’ll find a larger variety of vids there.

Use Free Online Tools for Epic Graphics - Graphic Tools Resource Guide
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Now that you know where to go to get the best free images on the web for your website or blog post
graphics, you might be wondering what you’ll do with them. Well, wonder no more. Head on over
here to grab another free resource where I’ll recommend the best tools for each project, in addition
to my favorite things about each tool so you’ll know where to go to get the job done.

For more tips on whipping your online business into shape, visit my blog at
www.unleashedwebdesign.com/blog.

